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Abstract—The design of sharding aims to solve the scalability
challenge in a blockchain network. Typically, by splitting the
whole blockchain network into smaller shards, the transaction
throughput can be significantly improved. However, distributing
fewer attesting nodes for transactions in a shard may cause higher
security risks. This paper analyzes the security level of transaction
verification in different types of shards and transactions. The
analyzed result indicates that the size of shards and validating
nodes number may influence the transaction security in shards.
And the random distribution of attesting nodes can reduce such
influence and improve the reliability of consensus in shards.
Index Terms—Blockchain, sharding, security, random distribution

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the last decade, Bitcoin [1], Ethereum [2], and other
public blockchain networks have drawn public attention to
blockchain technology. Public chain with consensus mechanism such as Proof of Work (PoW) has built decentralized
databases or ledgers to store tamper-proof transaction records
and smart contracts. The principle of consensus mechanisms
in blockchain transaction verification calls all validating nodes
that engage in the blockchain network to process the verification of transactions. For example, in the PoW, once the
validating nodes that have more than half of the computing
power can confirm the transaction block, the transaction will
be recorded in the decentralized ledger permanently, which
means the trust in those transactions is distributed to all
validating nodes. The transaction in blockchain with PoW
will always be secure unless validating nodes who have over
51% computing power are malicious, which could cause a
Sybil attack. With numerous validating nodes in the blockchain
system, the probability that the attacker takes control of over
51% validating power in a transaction will be negligible.
Therefore, the transaction would be reliable in the public chain
networks with large validating node sets.
However, most large-scale blockchain networks have a common problem with scalability and efficiency. In PoW, nodes
need to consume time and computing power to solve the
complex hash function. The block broadcasting is also timecosting because a completed transaction needs verification and
state storage from every miner node. Therefore, the transaction

throughput in a public blockchain network is much lower than
traditional centralized transaction processors such as VISA,
which can process thousands of transactions per second. In
order to increase the transaction throughput in the blockchain
system, the developers in public blockchain initially try to
extend the size of the block to verify more transaction information in one block. But the growing block size overloads the
communication throughput and storage space in the database,
which has less benefit in efficiency improvement.
To solve the scalability and throughput issue together, a
concept called sharding, which is derived from a distributed
database will be implemented in new generation blockchain
networks such as Ethereum 2.0 [3]. The sharding in the
blockchain system aims to separate nodes into different groups
called shards, which can process transactions in parallel.
Sharding can be categorized in ways of transactions or ledger
storage. The transactions in sharding includes non-cross-shard
or cross-shard transaction [4]. Non-cross-shard transaction
means the transaction happens in a single shard and validating
nodes of this transaction are all the nodes in this single
shard. According to the principle of blockchain transaction
verification, the size of this single shard is closely related
to the security level of non-cross shard transactions in it.
Cross-shard transaction refers to the transactions that happen
between different shards, and the validating nodes are selected
randomly from all shards even though most of them are
unrelated to this transaction. Moreover, the type of sharding
can be defined as transaction sharding or state sharding based
on the way of ledger storage. Transaction sharding means
every node of all shards will store a completed ledger that
contains all verified transactions like traditional blockchain
networks. In the state sharding, nodes in a shard will only store
the verified transactions that have been processed by nodes in
this shard instead of all shards. Therefore, it may require less
storage space. Shards from the same blockchain network can
implement different consensus mechanisms to fit the requirement of the decentralized application (dApp), which solves
the scalability problem in a traditional blockchain system. In
wireless blockchain system [5], the sharding can reduce the
communication complexity of different consensus protocols

[6] [7], which save the cost of corresponding communication
resources in the blockchain network [8].
Several sharding protocols have been developed in a new
blockchain network. They are making efforts to improve the
scalability of systems even though there are still drawbacks
to these protocols. Elastico [9] is the first sharding protocol
design for a public blockchain network. It has combined Bitcoin PoW protocol and standard BFT but only concerns about
the way of transactions and network sharding. The formation
of committees highly improves transaction throughput in the
blockchain network, which is approximately proportional to
the number of committees (shards). However, the transaction
latency in Elastico is not affordable, even if the sharding number is small. Additionally, the normal committees in Elastico
tend to have a limited number of nodes. This feature leads to
the fact that after several transaction epochs, the probability of
transaction failure could be tremendous. Even though Elastico
has many drawbacks as a sharding protocol, it still has pointed
out a direction to advanced sharding development for later
design.
OmniLedger [10] is deployed as the Decentralized Ledger
(DL) with a sharding structure. It is based on ByzCoin
[11] and Hybrid consensus to select representative attesting
nodes via scalable collective signing [12] [13]. RandHound
[14] is implemented in OmniLedger to distribute attesters to
shard securely and ensure that shards are large enough to
resist potential attacks. A two-phase client-driven lock/unlock
protocol Atomix to let transactions commit or abort atomically
during cross-sharding transactions. OmniLedger supports trustbut-verify validation to reduce transaction latency in lowvalue payment cases, and it allows the validators to switch
between different shards securely and efficiently. However,
the OmniLedger system epochs are time-consuming, and it
requires advanced anti-censorship to detect unfairly censored
transactions.
Ethereum, as the first decentralized Blockchain platform,
implements a Turing-complete programming language for
smart contracts development. The sharding in Ethereum 2.0
(ETH 2.0) aims to solve the severe issue of low scalability
and transaction throughput in the ETH 1.0 network. Shards
in ETH 2.0 may use different consensus mechanisms to reach
the requirements of their own scenarios. The beacon chain,
as the essential structure of ETH 2.0, will be implemented
in Stage 0 of development. The primary function of the
beacon chain is assigning attesting committee randomly to
verify the transactions or smart contracts in 1024 shards.
The communication between the beacon chain and shards,
which is through crosslinks, will generally be cross-shard
communication. Beacon chain and other shards will use Casper
FFG [15] to determine the canonical chain with Proof of Stake.
Even though the development plan of Phase 0 in ETH 2.0 is
explicit, the details of protocols have not been finalized [16].
All these references above only talk about the performance
of their unique design even though they use similar random
nodes distributed mechanisms. Therefore, it lacks a kind of

general method to analyze the performance of sharding with
random nodes distribution. The main contribution in this
study is building a randomly nodes distributed sharding model
to analyze the security performance with the conditions of
cross-shard/non-cross-shard transactions and transaction/state
sharding. The model initially calculates the probability P
of the assigned number of nodes in any shard. With this
probability, the probability of secure transaction in any shard
can be determined, which represent the security level of the
shard. Then the transaction throughput and communication
throughput, which is related to the probability of secure
transaction, will be conducted. The analysis is indicated in
section III. This shard analyzing model provides a general
pattern to figure out the security performance of a specific
sharding design and improve the reliability of it.
Section II introduces the mathematical principle of the
model to analyze the security level in both non-cross-shard
and cross-shard transactions of sharding. Section III shows the
simulation result of models that given in section II. Section IV
concludes this model and what aspect needs to be improved
in sharding for practical usage.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL OF S HARDING
The property of Decentralized Network (DN) indicates that
the security level of DN is positively correlated to the number
of validating nodes. Yet, the sharding divided the whole
blockchain network into several smaller pieces, which will
cause an inevitable decrease of security in transactions because
in sharding, the nodes engage in transaction validating is less
than the original blockchain system. In order to reduce the
influence from less validating nodes, most sharding designs
use Verifiable Random Function (VRF) [17] to provide randomness for validating nodes distribution. Before distributing
the validating nodes randomly, the nodes will be categorized
according to the specific bits of their hash value, which can be
adjusted to change the difficulty of assigning function. Some
researchers have already optimized the nodes distribution
methods in sharding to improve the secure transaction rate,
such as Game-theoretic analysis [18] and Trust-Based shard
distribution [19].
The analysis of this model depends on the types of sharding (transaction/state) and transaction (cross-shard/non-crossshard). These types of sharding designs are presented in Fig.
1 and Fig. 2. The model assumes that N nodes with the
same computing power are randomly distributed into M shards
initially, and the total N nodes contain H malicious nodes
in them, which will violate the transaction verification. If the
malicious nodes number h reaches 50% of the total nodes
number k in a shard, the transaction validated by these nodes
will fail, and it would not be recorded in the ledger. Normally,
in distributed systems, the malicious node ratio R can influence
the reliability of transaction verification in blockchain, which
is represented in equation 1
R = H/N.

(1)

This section investigates the security performance in the sharding system when the malicious nodes ratio R change. Table I
shows all parameters set in this model.
TABLE I: Parameter setting in sharding security analysis
Notation
N
M
H
R
k
h
P (k)
P (m)
Ph
Pc
PH (k)
Ps (k)

Definition
Total number of nodes in the network
Number of shards
Total number of malicious nodes in the network
The ratio of malicious nodes in total nodes
The number of nodes distributed in any shards
The number of malicious nodes distributed in any shards
Probability of k nodes distributed in a shard
Probability of m nodes distributed in validating set
Probability of h malicious nodes in a shard
Probability of secure transaction in a shard
Probability of h malicious nodes in a k nodes shard
Probability of secure transaction in a k nodes shard

A. Non-cross-shard transaction
Fig. 1 presents the main stages of the non-cross-shard
transaction. The first stage is the node distribution: All nodes
from the original network are randomly distributed in several shards. During consensus, nodes cannot alter the shards
they have been assigned to. The second stage is transaction
verification: transactions can only happen between nodes that
belong to the single shard, and the transaction can only be
verified by nodes in this specific shard. The last stage is
ledger storage, and it could be different in the transaction
or state sharding. If all transaction records are still stored
in every node like a traditional blockchain system, it will be
defined as a transaction or network sharding. But if nodes in
a shard only store the transaction processed in this specific
shard, it will be state sharding. State sharding may require
less memory space. However, it may conflict with the purpose
of decentralization in the blockchain network. So this trade-off
needs to be optimized in innovative sharding designs. Before
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analyzing the security performance of sharding, it is necessary
to figure out the random process of nodes distribution to
shards. The random distribution in sharding is similar to the
dice tossing problem. Each shard represents a side of dice that
has an equivalent probability of selecting an individual node.
Therefore, the probability P (k) that k nodes are randomly
distributed to a shard can be given by a binomial distribution,
which is implied in equation 2, which is influenced by shards
number M and total nodes number N
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The equation 2 indicates that the probability P( k) is influenced
by shards number M and total nodes number N .
With the theoretical probability P (k) in every shard, the
security level of sharding transactions can be analyzed. The
probability Ph (k) that N nodes within H malicious nodes have
randomly distributed k nodes to a shard within h malicious
nodes in this shard. Ph (k) is similar to the problem of product
sample check. There are total N products within H poor
product. k products are selected from them, and Ph (k) is
the probability of h poor products from these k products,
which follows the principle of Hyper-geometric Distribution.
The equation 3 indicates this probability distribution
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To obtain the eventual successful transaction rate Ps (k), it’s
necessary to consider both of the randomly nodes distribution
k and malicious nodes distribution h in the shard. Therefore,
for the probability that a shard has k nodes within h malicious
nodes PH (k) is the production of P (k) and Ph (k) because
these probabilities are independent to each other
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Once Ph (k) is determined, the successful transaction rate in
this k nodes shard could be calculated. With the consensus of
PoW, if we assume the node number k in a shard is set and
each node has identical computing power, the probability Pc of
secure transaction processed in the shard can be accumulated
by Ph (k) until h reaches 50% of k
k
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If h is over 50% of k, the transaction verification will be
controlled by malicious users, and the transaction in this shard
will be insecure. The probability of secure transactions in
one shard with specific nodes number k is Ps (k), which is
accumulated by the probability PH (k) that h is less than half
of k while h and k are both uncertain
k
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Fig. 1: The non-cross-shard transaction

Ps (k) =

2
X

PH (k) = Pc (k) · P (k).

(6)

h=1

According to equation 4, 5, 6, Ps (k) is only depends on the
amount of k and ratio of malicious nodes R.

the blockchain network is PH :

B. Cross-shard transaction
The main stages of cross-shard transaction in Fig. 2 also
include sharding and ledger storage. The difference from a
non-cross-shard transaction is that the transaction can happen
between nodes from different shards. It could be quite complicated in the stage of ledger storage if cross-shard transactions
records are stored in the way of state sharding because the
sharding system can hardly determine which parts of nodes
are responsible for storing the records. The mainstream idea
tends to let all nodes that are related to the transaction keep the
ledger consistent, including transaction nodes and validating
nodes. However, this mechanism may cause the issue that
some nodes from the same shard may have different ledger
contents, which means the blockchain system may lose state
consistency. In a cross-shard transaction, the probability P (k)
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Fig. 2: The cross-shard transaction

that k nodes are assigned to a shard is the same as equation
2 in the non-cross-shard transaction because the number of
total nodes N and shards M do not change and the nodes are
randomly assigned to shards. However, the security analysis
in cross-shard is different from non-cross-shard. The nodes
participants in transaction verification are not only from the
transaction-relevant shards but also randomly assigned nodes
from the whole blockchain network. In the case of validating,
it assumes the probability that any node participant validating
is 20%. Therefore, the probability P (m) that m nodes are
chosen to be validators in a transaction is
 
N 1 m 5 − 1 N −m
P (m) =
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)
.
(7)
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In cross-shard transaction, the probability that random x nodes
within h malicious nodes engage in transaction validating from

H
m
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,

PH (m) = P (m) · Ph (m).

(8)
(9)

When h is less than 50% of m, the transaction will be secure.
The probability of secured transaction with m validators Ps
will be accumulated by PH as malicious nodes number h is
less than half of validating nodes number m
Ps (m) =

m

m

2
X

2
X

PH (m) =

h=1

P (m) · Ph (m).

(10)

h=1

Compared with the non-cross-shard transaction, the security
of cross sharding transaction is influenced by malicious nodes
rate in randomly selected validating nodes set instead of the
malicious nodes number k in the shard. If the size of validating
nodes set is large enough, the difficulty in accomplishing
Sybil attacks in a cross-shard transaction will be much more
incredible than a non-cross-shard transaction. Therefore, the
security of cross-shard transactions can be improved. However,
the cross-shard transaction may require more resources to
support the communication for a massive validating network
and solve the problem of ledger consistency.
III. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In the simulation of section III, to calculate the probability,
the number of nodes N is set as 1000, and the number of
shards M is set as 10. Through comparing the tendency curves
of P (k) in theory and simulation while the nodes number k
in a shard changing, the correctness of equation 1 will be
determined. The random distribution progress in simulation is
repeated 105 times to get a mean of probability P (k) and then
compared with the theoretical value of P (k) in equation 2.
The comparison between analytical and simulated results
is shown in Fig. 3, which concurs the analytical value in
equation 2 because the simulation points are overlapped to
the analytical curve of P (k). The result presents that P (k) is
N
mainly distributed at k = M
, which means the size of shards
will be close if the nodes are random distributed into the shards
before the consensus progress.
A. Non-cross-shard transaction
Subsection III-A presents the crucial probabilities that represent the security level of non-cross-shard transactions in
sharding. In Fig. 4, the probabilities Pc is indicated that it
can be influenced by R. When R is less than 50%, the
probability curve of Pc will converge to 100% as h increasing.
The Subsection III-A presents the crucial probabilities that
represent the security level of non-cross-shard transaction in
sharding. In Fig. 4, the probabilities Pc is indicated that it can
be influenced by R. When R is less than 50%, the probability
curve of Pc will converge to 100% as h increasing. The
simulation result reveals that the probability PH of the ratio of
malicious nodes in a shard depends on the ratio of malicious
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than 0.5. But the Pc is never higher than 10−4 as R is over
0.5, even if h changes.
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nodes to all nodes in the whole blockchain network R. As
R changes from 0.3 to 0.7, the corresponding number of
malicious nodes to the peak value of PH (k) will rise up, which
is indicated in Fig. 5. The result in Fig. 6 implies the dominated
influence in PS (k) given by the rate of malicious nodes R. As
R is less than 0.5, the peak value of PS (k) could be over 10−2 ,
which is considerable for a shard transaction when all values
from the same curve are accumulated. However, if the number
of malicious nodes M is over 50% of N , The successful
transaction rate PS (k) will be less than 10−5 , which could
be negligible from the perspective of transaction security.
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The simulation result of P (m) in Fig. 7 is similar to P (k)
of non-cross-shard transaction in Fig. 3. But the peak value of
probability curve is changed because validating nodes number
m in cross-shard transaction differs from shard’s nodes number
k in non-cross-shard. In Fig. 8, Pc in cross-shard transaction
is similar to the probability of non-cross-shard transaction in
Fig. 4. The probability Pc still converges to 100% as R is less
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can be affected by the rate of malicious nodes in both crossshard transactions and non-cross-shard transactions. In the
future, more advanced validating nodes distribution methods
and consensus algorithms should be explored and applied
in a new blockchain system to reduce the malicious node’s
influence on the sharding system’s security performance. The
sharding could be one of the practical ways to improve the
scalability of blockchain networks.
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As R is 0.3 and 0.4, the value of PS (m) is close in
Fig. 9, which means R has less influence in the successful
transaction rate of cross-shard transaction. But once malicious
nodes occupy the majority of network (R > 0.5), the secure
transaction can hardly happen.
The model assumes that the size of validating nodes set
m in the cross-shard transaction is larger than the size of
shards k in the non-cross-shard transaction, which causes the
corresponding vertical peak values of all curves are rightshifted in the model of cross-shard transaction. It indicates
that if attackers want to compromise the security of crossshard transactions, they need to cost more computing power
than non-cross transactions. In other words, the cross-shard
transaction is normally more secure than the non-cross-shard
transaction in shards.
IV. C ONCLUSION
Most of the current sharding designs in blockchain systems
use a random distribution method to assign validating nodes
from the whole blockchain network to complete the consensus.
The analysis of the sharding model indicates the security level
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